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Light has evolved over time and 

taken on more meaning than just 

the dictionary definiton.  It has been 

used in sayings to show the positive side 

of situations when people find themselves 

struggling. Light is power. Light is unity. 

Light is hope. 

A Glimpse at Light

1  These two candles sharing their light 

represent the idea of unity which is commonly 

connected with light. The flame joining and 

creating a larger fire shows the strength unity 

has when it is used. 

2  Model Sierrah Mangra-Dutcher graduate  
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5  Model Kristen Hoss ‘21 looks to 

the sparkler in front of her. The light 

she looks to represents hope which is 

commonly related with the word light 

and future. 

6  The glowsticks form a heart in 

the dark. The light from this photo 

expresses the idea that light shines 

through darkness. 

7  Model Kristen Hoss ‘21 holds a 

sparkler towards the sky. The light 

emminating from the sparkler scatters 

as the fire falls to the ground. The 

fire shows the idea of adventure and 

exploration.

8  The hands forming a heart above 

a pile of glowsticks illustrates the unity 

and love brought together by the idea 

of light.

9 Model Sierrah Mangra-Dutcher 

graduate is posing with multicolored 

fairy lights that express her personality. 

The light shows the idea of power. 

poses with multicolored fairy lights. The use of 

light in this photo represents how the emotions 

of the model changes  and can change the 

enviorment of those around them.

3  The glowsticks falling from the air caused a 

blur of light. The lights as they hit the ground 

still remain lit illustrating the idea that light 

will remain through adversity.

4  The glowsticks are positioned to form the 

word love. The light in the photo shines even 

though the glowsticks are surrounded by 

darkness. This illustartes the idea that love is 

the strongest form of emotion.


